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Explore the World--in Polymer Clay! Polymer artists are connected like never before. As the
acclaimed curator of the popular blog PolymerClayDaily.com, Cynthia Tinapple brings together
115 diverse artists from around the world to showcase the work of this new international
community. Polymer Clay Global Perspectives invites you to explore the trends and cuttingedge styles that are influencing the future of this medium. In this masterful collection, you'll
find: · Tips to create meaningful art that reflects your personality and vision · Behind-thescenes profiles of 13 innovative artists in their studios · Step-by-step projects by contributors
who share their signature methods, such as mokume gane,extruded canes, and adapted glassblowing techniques · Galleries showcasing the best of the best polymer work in jewelry,
miniatures, sculpture, and much more With artists including Kim Korringa, Shay Aaron, and
Fabiola Perez offering their expertise, you'll find endless inspiration to take your art to the next
level. Begin your own journey through the new landscape of contemporary polymer. A world of
possibilities awaits.
Anyone interested in the popular and adaptable medium of polymer clay will delight in the
colorful projects found in Step-by-Step Polymer Clay in a Day. Crafters will welcome Emma
Ralph's affordable and beautiful gift ideas, ideas that include wine glass charmers, a millefiore
trinket box, stylish napkin rings, clay and metal earrings, colorful pens, and a delicate lattice
bowl. With a comprehensive techniques section, which presents such essential techniques as
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canework, blending, texture, and filligree, along with a creative gallery of projects and project
variations, beginners and experienced crafters alike will appreciate the inspiration found in this
dynamic and easy-to-follow guide.
Polymer clay has grown and grown and grown in popularity since the publication of Donna
Kato’s best-selling The Art of Polymer Clay in 1997. And there have been so many technical
advances, too. Now poly-diva Donna Kato presents an all-new look at one of crafters’ all-time
favorite mediums. Donna Kato’s Polymer Clay Innovations begins with the essentials of
polymer clay, including its working properties, plus tools, curing, safety recommendations, and
color blending (with full information on the now-indispensable Skinner Blend). Photo-packed
chapters focus on exciting projects—beads, bracelets, pins, pendants, and boxes--and
showcase new techniques, including image transfers, surface treatments such as stencils,
stamps, paints, and inks, sculpting, inclusions, special effects, and finishing. Finished pieces
by some of the biggest names in polymer clay, including Kathleen Dustin, Pier Voulkos, and
Nan Roche, plus Donna Kato herself, offer ideas and inspiration.
The latest addition to the best-selling Wisdom & Know-How series is an all-in-one guide to
mastering a variety of popular crafts, from knitting and quilting to ceramics and jewelry making.
The fifth book in the popular Wisdom and Know-How series, CraftWisdom & Know-How covers
dozens of the most popular crafts in one complete, all-encompassing resource. The book is
organized by type of craft and includes Sewing, Knitting, and Other Needlework; Paper Crafts
and Bookmaking; Glasswork; Jewelry Making; Pottery and Clay; Mosaics; Candle-making and
Decorating; and Woodworking and Furniture Making. The sections are further broken down
into chapters that cover specific crafts, each with step-by-step directions and tips for projects
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for all levels of skill and ability, from beginner to advanced. Hundreds of projects are included,
such as Super Sock Monkeys, Crocheted Hats, Etched Glass, One-Afternoon Skirts, and
Beading Vintage-Style Jewelry, to name a few. The material is hand-selected from dozens of
publications from Lark Books, a leader in craft books. The information is tried, trusted, and
true, and provides indispensable instruction and advice from the most accomplished crafters in
the world. With hundreds of black-and-white illustrations and photographs, as well as essential
resources for materials and tools, Craft Wisdom & Know-How is a must-have book for the
aspiring and experienced crafter alike.
With her unmatched eye for color, color mixing and layering, well-known artist and fan favorite
Julie Picarello helps beginners and advanced polymer artisans design, texture and finish
gorgeous art beads using relatively simple techniques. In-depth introduction sections cover
basics, color inspiration and recipes, and needed tools and materials. The book includes 7 mini
projects and 10 finished jewelry projects, while callouts at the beginning of each project let the
readers know exactly what specialized techniques will be learned. It’s the color that makes
polymer clay truly exciting, and this book uses color like you’ve never seen it before.
A step-by-step guide to creating different crafts, such as buttons, beads, and mosaics, using
polymer clay
Discover a world of creative and colourful jewellery making from the comfort of your own home.
In this comprehensive guide to modern polymer clay techniques, artist and designer Heidi
Helyard reveals the simple techniques that can be used to create one-off, contemporary
jewellery pieces with minimal tools and equipment. Polymer clay is possibly one of the most
accessible yet versatile art materials currently available. As readily accessible and easy to use
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as paint, you can make everything (and anything) with it, from sculptures and figurines, to
artworks, decorations, homewares, and wearable jewellery. It’s lightweight, flexible and strong.
No special tools or equipment is required to cure it, it is relatively cheap, and you only need to
start with the primary colours, plus black and white, to mix any colour you like. Polymer clay,
which has been around for nearly 80 years, is currently finding itself popular amongst
contemporary jewellery makers as the bright colours and sheer versatility of the material allows
makers to create bold and graphic modern designs. The beauty of polymer clay is that it
presents so many opportunities to explore colour combinations, patterns and texture. In this
book you will learn 10 easy yet exciting techniques including slab and cane making, marbling
and colour mixing, inlay techniques, printing onto clay, surface embellishments and more to
create 20 unique jewellery pieces. The projects in this book vary in complexity, but are
accessible to both novice and advanced makers alike. If you are a beginner, the extensive stepby-step photos and instructions will help you develop your polymer clay skills and complete the
projects with confidence. As you build your skills and learn the techniques via the book, you
will realise that you can combine techniques to create all-new results. The skills you learn in
this book will open up a limitless world of further experimentation for you to discover. Just
make, bake and wear!
Liquid Sculpey is a new medium with endless possibilities, and these two recognized experts
have developed a considerable following for their handcrafted jewellery and accessories. Now
they share their original sculpting techniques, so everyone can explore the exciting crafting
opportunities offered by liquid polymer clay. Each chapter provides information on the
development of the techniques and the medium or art application that inspired it. Twenty-two
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projects teach crafters how to combine polymer clay with beads, metal filigree and antique
glass cabochons to create 11 unique jewellery and 11 home decoration items.

"Beginner's guide to crafting with polymer clay, teaching all the basic techniques
through easy projects. Includes DVD-ROM"--Provided by publisher.
Polymer Clay 101 teaches all the basics for crafting with polymer clay. With
hundreds of detailed photos, it covers tools and supplies, all types of beading
technique, and terrific projects that will get you started and inspire you to take
your skills and make your own custom designs.
"A brilliant book. What makes it work so well are the incredibly clear and simple
photos. I highly recommend this for anyone who fancies a fun craft they can do
with children or just for themselves!" — A House of Books "I would definitely
recommend this book for anyone wanting to get started working with clay. The
instructions are clear and there are great pictures for every item." — DaVinci
Homeschool Group Transform simple balls and coils of polymer clay into
fabulous wearable art! Just follow these full-color, step-by-step photos and clear
directions to create more than 40 whimsical jewelry projects plus 10 types of
beads. Playful possibilities include tempting food charms (cupcake, burger, and
other favorite snacks); cute critter earrings and pendants (butterfly, dog, frog,
penguin, and more); plus other fashionable tiny treasures. Projects are graded
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according to level of difficulty, and each comes with a list of materials consisting
of colored clay and common household products. Instructions feature numbers
that correspond to color photos of easy-to-follow examples. Crafters of all ages
will love these fun-filled projects and their charming results, which make great
keepsakes and unique gifts. "It's just an excellent book and so colorfully
illustrated book with wonderful jewelry projects to craft up in clay. I would
recommend this book for clay and jewelry lovers, it's perfect for everyone and so
simple to create!" — Test Try Results
Polymer Clay30 Terrific Projects to Roll, Mold & Squish
Are you in search of innovative projects that you can try out to sharpen your
artistic skills? Do you have a passion for handcrafts and are curious about how to
make your own jewelry, doll, and basic sculpture from clay? If so, then your
search is over! This book, Polymer Clay Book for Beginners, presents art in the
most beautiful and enlightening form, opening your eyes to the splendor in art
with its focus lens on polymer clay. Why polymer clay? Polymer clay is a long
time admirable art, and though it is just gaining popularity and massive
international recognition, it allows you to show a very high level of creativity. It
can be described in just two words; creativity and fun. It is best for children who
like to play with their hands while working out their imagination. Polymer clay will
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give you great hours of crafting joy as you work your hands through the mixture.
Polymer clay is also inexpensive and very easy to find. You are certain to find
some in your local craft store. This is a very flexible art that gives room for
innovations and sharp creativity. With polymer clay, any idea is worth birthing
forth and is a potential art edifice, just with your hands, and lumps of clay. And
yes, you don’t need to be a master to get it right, your mess of an innovation or
idea could be celebrated as the world’s number one most outstanding
masterpiece. As Sir Ralph Waldo Emerson rightly said many years ago, “every
artist was first an amateur.” In other words, if any artist can build sculptures, as
an amateur you can do much more, that is if you start working towards it, now.
Well, all you really need to get started is your imagination and enthusiasm. With
your imagination, you can travel into the ancient time and create the most
beautiful art piece of all time and with enthusiasm, you can make it happen. In
this beginner book, you will; · Be more acquainted with what polymer clay entails,
its historical timelines and how it works. · Get to know the different application
areas of polymer clay. · Be familiar with the terms associated with polymer clay. ·
Be exposesd to the tips, tricks and techniques used in polymer clay art that will
set you on your way to becoming an expert in the art. · Be enlightened on the
tools and materials needed to get you started. · Educated on the safety measures
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to adhere to when working with polymer clay. · Get started with making beautiful
polymer clay crafts with the aid of the 20 polymer clay project ideas discussed in
this book with step-by-step instructions and graphical illustrations to guide you
along the process. …And a whole lot more! What more are you waiting for? Hone
your creative abilities, and build your crafting skills with this beginner's guide to
polymer clay. To begin your journey, simply grab a copy of this book RIGHT
NOW
The Second Edition of this practical and comprehensive resource offers a
multitude of ways to incorporate literature into teaching and learning across a
range of disciplines. Future and practicing teachers, librarians, instructional
coaches, and school leaders can implement the ideas within this text to improve
the literacy skills and knowledge of students, while also addressing standards
and curricular goals of various content areas. The new edition recognizes a
paradigm shift from content areas to disciplines, reflecting the specific ways
reading and writing are used in different fields of study. Updated with current
research and practices, the volume recommends and evaluates books in different
genres and categories, with chapters on informational books; fiction; biography
and memoir; poetry; and hands-on and how-to books. For every category, Kane
provides a rationale, instructional strategies, and author studies, as well as lists
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and descriptions of books related to curricular areas. With a wealth of activities
and new BookTalks, this Second Edition is greatly revised and features
expanded attention to technology, digital learning, diversity, and culture. Using
this text will create opportunities for deep discussions and will stimulate students’
interest and motivation to read and learn. Integrating Literature in the Disciplines
helps educators identify books that fit with any subject to enhance the creative
and affective dimensions of school life; encourages interdisciplinary connections;
and increases the depth and relevance of lessons. It is ideal for professional
development and serves as a tool for Readers’ Advisory to match books with
readers throughout the school day and beyond.
Imagine beautiful mosaic pieces with tiles that you easily create yourself! MixedMedia Mosaics offers a fresh, new approach to a traditional art form. By making
your own tiles from polymer clay, you control the size, shape, color and even the
texture, resulting in beautiful finished pieces that include tabletops, boxes, jewelry
and shrines. In addition to learning traditional tiling techniques such as working
with grout and cutting glass tile, you'll also explore creative options for
personalizing tiles: • Discover the magic of mica powders and the regal look they
can give to mosaics • Learn quick and easy ways of adding paint to handcrafted
and commercial tile • See how easy it is to create molds and cast your own relief
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tiles • Find ways to add personal meaning to your work with the addition of text
tiles • Experiment with the addition of beads, jewelry and other embellishments
by embedding them right into the tile! Whether you'd like to complete a mosaic
tabletop for your patio, a jewelry box as a special gift, or simply experiment with
jewelry, you'll find the inspiration you seek in Mixed-Media Mosaics. Start
creating your custom mosaic pieces today.
Let Dani Banani of the popular Etsy shop FunUsual Suspects show you how to
make 50 kawaii creations out of inexpensive and easy-to-find polymer clay.
Kawaii—the culture of cuteness, originating in Japan—is everywhere, and it’s time
to join the cuteness revolution with these amazingly fun projects. Just follow the
simple step-by-step photos and instructions to create darling characters, ranging
from small trinkets to larger home accessories, including: 25 itty-bitty and
ridiculously cute charms, earrings, brooches, and figurines of Popsicles,
macarons, French toast, waffles, bacon and eggs, donuts, tacos, sloths,
unicorns, and more. 15 adorable midsize pieces, such as plant holders, desk
accessories, and ring holders in the shapes of llamas, hedgehogs, whales,
jellyfish, and more. 10 large “showstopper” pieces, such as a rainbow soap dish,
fairy garden, penguin tic-tac-toe game, and robot paper clip holder. With
information to get you started, including techniques on softening the clay, color
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mixing, and baking, Crafting Cute will have you delightfully sculpting in no time.
Mixed media brings lots of new possibilities to polymer clay crafting. Polymer Clay and
Mixed Media—Together at Last is about making polymer clay figures—jewelry pieces,
focal beads, décor items, knick-knacks—and incorporating beads, fibers, fabrics, glass,
stones, etc. to create special effects. Embellishing polymer clay with mixed media adds
a sophistication and richness without making the projects complicated or inaccessible
to the average crafter.
Start making beautiful crafts from polymer clay! Art Makers: Polymer Clay for Beginners
is your step-by-step guide to making trinkets, animals, plants, and more using this fun,
easy, and kiln-free craft. Polymer Clay for Beginners introduces artists, art hobbyists,
and polymer clay enthusiasts to the versatile, accessible polymer clay medium.
Because polymer clay does not require the use of a kiln and needs only baking in the
oven, it is an easy, approachable art form for even the most inexperienced artist to
learn, as well as kids, families, teachers, and anyone else looking for a fun, boredombusting hobby or craft. Professional artist and owner of Cat Bear Express, Emily Chen,
demonstrates how to make adorable animal figurines, flowers, cookies, cakes, beads,
and more through easy step-by-step projects. Each project features colorful, styled
photographs demonstrating how finished pieces can be used, displayed, and gifted. A
comprehensive tools and materials section and detailed information on techniques,
baking, and glazing guide artists in their quest to become polymer clay pros. A modern
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approach to sculpture art, polymer clay is the perfect choice for beginners and crafting
enthusiasts. The Art Makers series is designed for beginning artists and arts-and-crafts
enthusiasts who are interested in experiencing fun hands-on mediums, including
embroidery and papier-mache.
Katherine Dewey's expressive and elegantly detailed sculptures enchant all who see
them. With the magical medium of polymer clay and this book, you can follow in her
footsteps. Thorough instructions supported by more than 400 step-by-step color photos
and 200 detailed drawings cover the entire process of sculpting realistic figures, from
selecting clay and gathering essential tools to the basics of modeling the human figure,
to incorporating poses, facial expressions, ethnic and gender subtleties, costumes, and
painted finishing touches. Easy-to-read maps of the figure illustrate the landmarks of
the body, while scale diagrams indicate the simple shapes hidden within the human
form, as well as how to combine and model those shapes. For anyone who loves
fantasy, romance, nature—or sophisticated crafting—this book is a must-have.
This practical, accessible resource will help future and practicing teachers integrate
literature into their middle school or high school classrooms, while also addressing
content area standards and improving the literacy skills of their students. Two
introductory chapters are followed by five chapters that each cover a different genre:
Chapter 3, Informational Books; Chapter 4, Fiction; Chapter 5, Biography,
Autobiography, and Memoir; Chapter 6, Poetry; and Chapter 7, How-to and Hands-on
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Books. Each genre chapter consists of four parts: Part 1: Discusses the genre and how
content area teachers can use books within that genre to further content learning and
enhance literacy skills. Part 2: Offers hands-on instructional strategies and activities
using literature, with activities for use in a variety of disciplines. Part 3: Presents
individual author studies (three or four per chapter) with bibliographies and guidelines
for using the authors' books in content area courses. Part 4: Features an annotated
bibliography of specially selected children and young adult literature for that genre,
organized by content area. The annotations provide information about the book, which
can be used to prepare booktalks, and teaching ideas for using in a specific content
area. Altogether these sections contain more than 600 annotated entries tabbed by
subject area, including art, English/language arts, languages and culture, math and
technology, music, PE/health, science, and social studies/history.
Provides step-by-step instructions for creating thirty objects from polymer clay, as well
as an explanation of the various tools required to make these and many other
decorative or fun clay products.
New in Paper The colors, textures, and versatility of polymer clay make it a perfect
medium for creating faux surfaces--and these 30 recipes for special finishing, shaping,
baking, and molding techniques will transform polymer's appearance. Craft gorgeous
faux gemstones; fool the eye with imitation metals, including Balinese silver and
verdigris copper; and copy must-have naturals, from bone to leather. Or make
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simulated agate, slate, and marble. You'll find information on all the types of polymer
clay, from translucent ones to some with mica powder, and see how to enhance their
surface with paints, inks, wax compounds, and confetti. The unusual include a
handsome makeup set, lapis lazuli drawer pulls, and Opal Earrings. "[A] well designed
craft book...the end results dazzle."--Publishers Weekly Annex
Learn how to make your own polymer clay beads and turn them into colorful
accessories and decorations. Making Polymer Clay Beads offers beginning and veteran
artists a comprehensive resource for crafting unique beads of all colors and shapes at
home. From selecting the right equipment and working with raw clay to making dozens
of different shapes and adding colorful effects, this all-in-one guide will aid you at every
stage of your artistic journey. Step-by-step instructions and full-color photographs
enable the reader to craft a wide variety of beads to be used in making handmade
jewelry and decorations.
Learn to make super-cute polymer clay animals and food in Kawaii Polymer Clay
Creations! Emily Chen teaches you how to craft twenty adorable figures from basic
shapes using easy polymer clay techniques and tools. Progress from a simple bunny to
an elaborate unicorn, and learn now to make miniature cookies, bread and ice cream
cones that look delicious enough to eat! Included are basic jewelry techniques for
transforming your polymer clay masterpieces into wearable items. Try turning a cat into
a charm, a pig into a bracelet, a cupcake into a pair of earrings or a stack of pancakes
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into a ring. You'll also find tips on how to create your very own designs by breaking your
subject into simple shapes that you can craft in clay.
Provides instructions for forty-eight jewelry projects using polymer clay, including earrings,
pins, and necklaces
Offers reviews and recommendations of over 25,000 titles for children, and includes brief
annotations, bibliographic data, and review citations.
An introduction to polymer clay beading offers detailed instruction in twenty different crafting
techniques, as well as a host of different bead ideas, including hand-formed tubes, spheres,
wedges, teardrops, baguettes, and other shapes, many embellished with a variety of materials.
Box making has always been one of the perennial favourites of all wood projects and because
wooden boxes make such meaningful gifts, this collection of beautiful, durable and functional
box projects is sure to please. All of the designs are based on traditional boxes, historically
inspired by Shaker, Arts & Crafts, and other popular styles. But this is not a book of exacting
reproductions for master craftsmen only, these are attainable interpretations of some of the
most enduring box designs, all presented in a step-by-step format, with photos and detailed
instructions. The author, a fine-furniture maker, offers tried-and-true tips for avoiding pitfalls as
well as alternative design and construction options. Most of the boxes are easy to build, though
a few offer challenges. A wide array of design styles and the consistent high level of detail in
the projects will appeal to a range of woodworkers.
Presents step-by-step instructions for a variety of polymer clay projects that can be completed
in an hour or less.
Provides step-by-step instructions for creating thirty objects from polymer clay, as well as an
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explanation of the various tools required to make these and many other decorative or fun clay
products. Reprint.
Now you can indulge in your love for pizza, cake, burgers and ice cream without putting on any
weight! With these sumptuous miniature polymer clay food projects you can enjoy all of your
favorite treats without any guilt at all. Divided into three levels, each project has clear step-bystep instructions and is beautifully photographed to whet your appetite. Making Mini Food also
includes an extensive techniques section telling you everything you need to know to embark on
these intricate projects.
Gail Ritchey is known for her innovative uses of polymer clay in home decor items, jewelry,
and miniatures. She brings a wealth of experience to this collection of 23 fun and beautiful
projects that require no special skills or classes. Chapters are divided by techniques such as
molding, rolling, shaping, marbling, cutting, punching, stamping, chatoyant, extruding, and
mokume gane. Beginner and intermediate artisans can quickly start making elegant cameos,
vases, frames, containers, and other attractive and useful objects by following Ritchey's
simple, step-by-step techniques.
"Nashville art teacher Cassie Stephens makes clay a focus of her elementary school classes
with amazing results. In Clay Lab for Kids she shares 32 creative hands-on projects."-Polymer Pizzazz is the essential resource for learning to use polymer clay. This book
showcases the many ways of using the material to create beads, pendants, brooches, and
earrings. A variety of techniques, such as canes, chains, and faux effects, including faux
cinnabar, faux porcelain, faux lacquer, and faux stone pieces, are taught by innovative clay
artists. A thorough Basics section will help beginners. Projects include making painted disk
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beads, marbled beads, filigree beads, and more.
Make pretty home accessories using polymer clay A special collection highlighting material
from some of Quarry's popular books about polymer clay art, this book will present a wide
spectrum of the latest techniques and materials with many of the leading artists in the field.
Learn how to create beautiful boxes, pendants, vases, wind chimes, book covers, jewelry and
much more
Includes instructions and clay for making all different kinds of permanent clay creations
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